























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Aiden	 2.43	 2.57	 2.71	
Erik	 2.71	 2.86	 2.71	



































Aiden	 2.13	 2.38	 2.75	
Erik	 2.63	 2.75	 2.63	





































Aiden	 1.67	 1.67	 1.67	
Erik	 2.00	 2.00	 2.00	





















































































































I	 found	that	even	 the	difficult	 routes	were	a	bit	easy,	 like	 it	was	mostly	 the	
downtown	area;	there	wasn’t	really	a	lot	of	long	routes…	It	definitely	would	




















































































look	 it	 up	 the	 day	 before,	 and	 what	 the	 different	 schedules	 are	 and	 the	
timeframes	are	and,	or	 if	 it	 is	a	spur	of	 the	moment	type	thing,	 I	will	either	



























I	 usually	 just	 use	 websites	 and	 go	 based	 on	 any	 news	 or	 what	 their	 last	
updates	 schedules	 are…	 I	 usually	 either	 keep	 the	 webpage	 that	 it	 is	 on	







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DO YOU HAVE AUTISM SPECTRUM 
DISORDER? 
 
WE ARE LOOKING FOR RESEARCH 
PARTICIPANTS 
 
UOIT graduate student is looking for participants with 
Autism Spectrum Disorder to participate in a thesis 
study. Participants must be 18-30 and be familiar with 
riding the TTC.  
 
This study will look at the effectiveness of a 
transportation app on intrinsic learning. 
 
Participation in this study is completely voluntary; all 
information will be kept confidential. 
 
If you would like to volunteer or if you have any further 
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Questionnaire #1 71 95 58 
1	 I feel confident in using TTC by myself 3 3 2 
2	
I feel confident in using TTC with another 
individual 3 3 3 
3	 I could give someone directions for TTC 2 2 2 
4	 I would use TTC by myself 3 3 2 
5	
In the past month, I have used TTC 
effectively 3 3 1 
6	
I have been able to navigate TTC without 
any help 3 2 1 
7	
When using TTC, I am able to reach my 
destination as planned 2 3 2 
8	
Sometimes I need to ask others for help 
riding TTC 2 2 2 
9	
I feel comfortable in asking for help when I 
am riding the TTC 1 2 1 
10	 I look up directions before I use the TTC 3 3 3 
11	
I feel comfortable making transfers from 
one bus to the next 1 3 1 
12	
I know what to do if a route gets changed 















Questionnaire #2 71 95 58 
1	 I feel confident in using TTC by myself 3 3 2 
2	
I feel confident in using TTC with another 
individual 3 3 3 
3	 I could give someone directions for TTC 2 2 2 
4	 I would use TTC by myself 3 3 2 
5	
In the past month, I have used TTC 
effectively 3 3 2 
6	
I have been able to navigate TTC without 
any help 3 3 2 
7	
When using TTC, I am able to reach my 
destination as planned 2 3 2 
8	
Sometimes I need to ask others for help 
riding TTC 2 2 3 
9	
I feel comfortable in asking for help when I 
am riding the TTC 1 2 2 
10	 I look up directions before I use the TTC 3 3 3 
11	
I feel comfortable making transfers from 
one bus to the next 2 3 2 
12	
I know what to do if a route gets changed 




Questionnaire #3 71 95 58 
1	 I feel confident in using TTC by myself 3 3 1 
2	
I feel confident in using TTC with another 
individual 3 3 2 
3	 I could give someone directions for TTC 2 2 2 
4	 I would use TTC by myself 3 3 1 
5	
In the past month, I have used TTC 
effectively 3 3 2 
6	
I have been able to navigate TTC without 
any help 3 2 2 
7	
When using TTC, I am able to reach my 
destination as planned 3 3 2 
8	
Sometimes I need to ask others for help 
riding TTC 2 2 2 
9	
I feel comfortable in asking for help when I 
am riding the TTC 1 2 2 
10	 I look up directions before I use the TTC 3 3 3 
11	
I feel comfortable making transfers from 
one bus to the next 3 3 2 
12	
I know what to do if a route gets changed 





Participant - Aiden 
	  Questionnaire 1 Questionnaire 2 Questionnaire 3 
13	
Using the space below, 
explain how you would 
currently manage if a bus 
route was cancelled? 






Using the space below, 
explain how you might 
currently ask for help on the 
TTC? 





Using the space below, 
explain how you normally 
plan your bus route 
look up directions on 




















Participant - Eric 
	  Questionnaire 1 Questionnaire 2 Questionnaire 3 
13	
Using the space below, 
explain how you would 
currently manage if a bus 
route was cancelled? 
Look up online or via 
nearest information source 
for alternate routes to the 
same destination within 
the same approximate 
time frame 
Look up online or with the 
nearest information source 
what the best alternate 
route would be in the 
same period of time. 
 
Look up alternative routes 
and methods to reach the 
same desired destination 
within a similar time frame. 
 
14	
Using the space below, 
explain how you might 
currently ask for help on the 
TTC? 
Approach a fellow 
passenger to seek any 
help, or try approaching 
conductors for any support 
or guidance needed. 
ask someone I am 
currently with their 
thoughts or ideas on any 
issue I'm having, or 
nearest patron or ttc 
official. 
 
ask someone I am traveling 
with their thoughts or 
opinions on the issue, or 
attempt to ask another 
pedestrian or ttc official. 
 
15	
Using the space below, 
explain how you normally 
plan your bus route 
usually plan it a day in 
advance or earlier the 
same day I plan to use it 
by looking up the 
schedules and routes from 
their websites. 
 
looking up the various 
routes and schedules that 
can lead to my desired 
destinations, either the 
day of or prior to my 
travels. 
 
looking up the various routes 
and schedules to reach my 
desired destinations, either 














Participant - Albert 
	  Questionnaire 1 Questionnaire 2 Questionnaire 3 
13	
Using the space below, 
explain how you would 
currently manage if a bus 
route was cancelled? 
Either change travel plans 





Using the space below, 
explain how you might 
currently ask for help on the 
TTC? 
Identify the specific 
problem I have, then ask 
someone for assistance 





Using the space below, 
explain how you normally 
plan your bus route 
Usually, I only use bus 
routes that I am somewhat 
experienced with, so 
planning a new bus route 
would involve finding a 
convenient route and then 
practising it several times 
before using it. 
 
Same Same 
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Researcher	observations.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Participant)*)Aiden)
)
• Participant)has)experience)taking)TTC)))
• Uses)subway)to)navigate)to)and)from)school)(Etobicoke)to)Scarborough))
• Has)experience)programming)–)is)very)familiar)with)technology)
• Uses)a)Samsung)Galaxy)Note)–)familiar)with)android)and)Samsung)devices)
)
Without)App)
)
• Participant)almost)missed)first)stop,)I)quickly)let)him)know)which)stop)we)
were)at)and)we)exited)the)bus)
o This)may)have)been)nervousness)due)to)the)first)task)
o Also,)we)were)having)a)conversation)so)he)could)have)been)distracted)
• Participant)used)the)map)provided)to)navigate)all)routes))
• Participant)was)aware)that)there)was)an)electronic)copy)of)the)map)as)well)as)
other)route)information,)however)he)used)the)paper)copy)instead)
• Participant)did)not)have)any)questions)about)the)route,)was)able)to)navigate)
without)any)further)issues)
• Participant)was)actively)engaging)in)conversation,)made)conversation)about)
different)locations)(i.e.)CAMH)–)where)his)girlfriend)works))
)
With)App)
• Participant)programed)the)app)for)the)first)route,)looked)at)the)directions)
and)then)put)the)phone)in)his)pocket)and)set)off)
• However,)there)was)some)difficulty)programming)the)address)as)it)wasn’t)
recognizing)it)
• Participant)looked)at)the)phone)during)the)bus)ride)of)the)first)route)and)then)
put)the)phone)in)his)pocket.))
• Participant)was)able)to)get)off)the)bus)at)the)appropriate)stop)
• The)participant)looked)at)the)sheet)that)listed)the)routes)and)maps)and)
realized)that)the)bus)was)nearly)at)the)stop.)We)quickly)boarded)the)bus)and)
sat)down)in)empty)seats.)During)that)time,)the)participant)plugged)the)next)
stop)into)the)app)and)looked)at)the)directions,)then)placed)it)in)his)pocket.))
• The)participant)kept)the)paper)map)in)front)of)him)and)looked)at)it)before)
getting)off)at)the)right)stop.))
• For)the)final)route,)the)participant)did)not)look)at)the)app,)but)kept)the)paper)
in)front)of)him.))
• The)participant)looked)confident)in)his)decisions)and)was)able)to)answer)any)
questions)I)asked)(i.e.)“We)are)going)East,)right?”)“What)stop)are)we)getting)
off)at?”))
• During)this)time,)the)participant)was)engaging)in)conversation)with)me)and)
discussed)that)him)and)his)girlfriend)work)on)his)behaviours,)she)would)
politely)tell)him)if)his)behaviours)or)conversations)were)not)socially)
acceptable.)He)stated)that)he)is)able)to)hold)conversations)better)than)other)
individuals)who)have)ASD.))
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Participant)*)Eric)
)
• Participant)has)experience)with)TTC)
• More)experience)with)Durham)Region)Transit)and)Go)Transit)(to)get)to)
Toronto))
• Has)experience)with)technology)(smart)phones,)tablets,)etc))
)
Without)App)
)
• Uses)paper)map)to)navigate)transit)
• Participant)was)reminded)a)few)times)that)the)stop)was)coming)up)as)
participant)was)talking)to)researcher)about)interests)(TV)shows,)etc))
• Participant)consistently)checked)paper)map)when)using)transit,)when)
approaching)stops,)after)exiting)transit,)and)when)bus/streetcar)was)
approaching)
• Participant)was)very)talkative)during)transit)navigation,)conversation)
focused)on)common)interests)(TV)shows,)video)games,)etc).))
• Participant)seemed)very)comfortable)during)transit)
)
With)App)
)
• Transit)app)had)issues)with)server)crashing,)used)a)functionally)identical)app)
• Participant)used)app)often,)was)checking)for)updates)regularly)throughout)
trip)
• Participant)programmed)first)route)and)watched)the)app)until)the)bus)
approached)
• Participant)let)researcher)know)that)they)could)stay)on)the)bus)between)
Route)1)and)Route)2)as)it)was)the)same)bus)that)they)would)be)waiting)for)
• Participant)was)on)a)time)limit)and)needed)to)return)to)Union)Station)before)
3:00pm.)Unfortunately)there)was)construction)on)Bay)St)(used)repeatedly)
during)transit)navigation).)At)approximately)2:30,)participant)and)researcher)
discussed)what)should)be)done)to)keep)to)the)time)limit.)Participant)and)
researcher)decided)that)the)navigation)with)the)app)would)be)cut)short)after)
completing)Routes)1&2)as)there)was)no)feasible)way)to)complete)route)3)and)
return)to)union)by)3pm.)
• Participant)used)the)app)often)
• There)was)a)bit)of)a)learning)curve)with)the)app))
• Participant)seemed)very)comfortable)throughout)the)ride)
• Participant)voiced)some)concerns)about)the)app)throughout)the)trip)(further)
discussed)in)interview))
• Participant)also)used)the)paper)map)instead)of)just)the)app)during)trip)
• Participant)was)able)to)answer)questions)of)whether)we)were)getting)off)at)
this)stop)
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!
Participant!*!Albert!
!
• Had!experience!with!TTC,!although!majority!of!his!experience!was!based!on!
Durham!Region!Transit!(getting!to!and!from!school!for!the!most!part,!
however!did!use!transit!to!get!to!other!places!as!well).!Also!has!experience!
using!Go!Transit!to!get!to!Toronto.!
• Does!not!have!a!smartphone!with!data,!however!has!a!lot!of!experience!with!
technology!
• Entering!Computer!Programming!program!at!college,!has!experience!and!
interest!in!computers!!
!
Without!App!
!
• Participant!was!confident!in!their!ability!to!navigate!transit!
• Started!towards!first!bus!stop!effectively!
• Participant!was!very!talkative!throughout!bus!route!
• Participant!did!not!use!map!for!the!first!two!routes,!relied!on!researcher!to!
direct!him!(using!help!prompts)!
• After!encouragement!from!researcher,!participant!used!map!for!the!final!
route!
!
With!App!
!
• Participant!asked!numerous!questions!about!the!app,!outside!of!the!needs!for!
research!project.!Researcher!answered!all!questions!
• Participant!had!difficulty!programming!first!address,!researcher!provided!
instruction!
• Participant!had!many!complaints!about!the!app!in!terms!of!UI!and!
functionality!
• App!provided!a!route!that!was!not!as!practical!(backtracked!participant)!
• Participant!spent!a!lot!of!time!asking!questions!about!the!app,!really!took!a!
lot!of!time!from!study!
• Participant!and!researcher!completed!the!first!route!with!difficulty,!ran!out!
of!time!and!returned!to!union!as!participant’s!mother!was!waiting!
• Participant!tried!to!navigate!to!union!from!last!bus!stop!using!the!paper!map!
provided!to!show!that!it!is!more!effective!than!the!app!
• Participant!provided!a!large!amount!of!feedback!to!researcher!about!the!
limitations!of!app!
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Interview	transcripts	
Aiden.	
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Eric.	
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Albert.	
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